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EmfM!mY
OF ATTACK
A theoretical investigaticm was made to study the effects of system-
atic changes in configuration of a representative airframe on the cemter-
of-pressure travel due to chsmges in angle of attack sad in Mach number.
This airframe was an unbanked cansrd missile configuratim having low-
aspect-ratio coplanar fig and tail.surfaces of triangular plan form. Each
of the folbwing geometric parameters, which define the relative size, plan
form, and yosition on the body of the wing and tail surfaces, was varied
while the remaining parameters were held constant: (1) ratio of wing semi-
span to tail semispan, (2) ratio of bdy radius to wing semispan, (3) ratio
of tail length to body length, (4) wing aspect ratio, (5) tail aspect
ratio, (6) wing taper ratio, (7) tafl taper ratio, (8) wing sweep, (9) tail
l sweep, (10] ratio of tail height (vertical distance of tail above body
2
axis to body radius, and (U_) tail roll angle. An angle-of-attack rsmge
of O to 10° and a Wch number range of 0.6 to 2.0 were covered in the
.
investigation, and the theoretical method described and verified by experi-
ment in NACA Rep. 1307 was used as a basis for the calculations.
The center-of-pressure shtft due to an increase in angle of attack was
influenced ~rimarily by a single geometric parameter - the ratio of wing
semispan to tail semispsn. This shift was rearward, and was greatest at a
wing-tail semispan ratio nesr unity, The center-of-pressure shift due to a
change in Mach number, however, was influenced significantly by most of the
geometric parameters defining the relative size and plan form of the wing
and tail surfaces. The total center-of-pressure travel due to the combined
effects of angle of attack and Mach number in either the transmdc or the
superscmic range can be controlled by variatims in the c~figuration geom-
etry. However, only a small degree of control can be exerted over the
total center-of-pressure travel through the transmit and supersmic Mach
number range by variaticms in gecxnetrybecause most of the important con-
figuration changes cause the center of pressure in the transonic range to
ASupersedes recently declassified NACA EM A55F02 by J. Richard Spahr,
1955.
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move in the opposite direction from that for the supersonic range. Signi-
ficant reductions in the drag due to longitudinal trim can be realized by b
the proper choice of configuration to give a minimum center-of-pressure
travel.
INTRODUCTION
The longitudinal variations in the center-of-pressure location due to
changes in attitude and in Mach number can cause large changes in the
maneuverability, performance, and guidance ch~acteristics of a high-speed
aircraft (e.g., the drag due to longitudinal~rim of the airframe and the
..-
frequency respmse of the automatic control system). For a configuration
to have low drag due to trim and adequate frequency response, the center-
of-pressure travel due to changes in angle of attack and Mach number must
be small.
Only limited experimental or theoretical information is currently
available on the effects of configuration changes on the center-of-pressure
travel. The results reported in reference l.rindicatethat the ratio of
wing span ta tail span has a large influence on the center-of-pressure
shift due to angle of attack, and data from nwmerous sources~ similar to
those which have been collected in reference 2, indicate that the wing and
tail plan forms have only a small effect on this center-of-pressure shift.
The experimental and theoretical results of reference 2 have shown that
for a wide variety of missile and airplane configurations, the angle-of-
attack effects on the center-of-pressure position might be as large as the
Mach number effects.
. —
-
—
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Because of the lack of adequate information concerning the effects of l
configuration geometry on center-of-pressure shift due to changes in angle
of attack and in Mach number and because of the importance of such effects,
the present theoretical investigation was undertaken. This investigation
consisted of a systematic study of the separate effects on the center-of-
pressure shift of those geometric parameters which define the relative
size, plan form, and ~sition on the body of the wing and tail surfaces.
The objectives of this theoretical-study were:
(1) To investigate the degree of control which the designer can exert
over the center-of-pressure travel due to changes in angle of attack and
Mach number by varying the configuration geometry.
(2) To determine the configuration variations which lead to zero
center-of-pressure shift due to angle of attack or Mach number and those
which lead to a minimum shift due to the combined effects of amgle of b
attack and Mach number.
(3) To evolve i3en=al design principles for =lectiw a body-~~- w -
tail combination having a desired center-of-pressurevariation with angle
of attack and Mach nmnber.
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The theoretical method used to compute the center-of-pressure posi-
ti tions is that of reference 2 which provides a reliable prediction of the
experimental center-of-pressure position for a wide ~riety of body-wing-
tail combinations at angles of attack up to about 10 and at subsonic,
transonic, and supersonic Mach numbers.
NOTATION
Primary Symllols
aspect ratio of exposed panels joined together
drag
in
drag
in
lift
coefficient due to lift of body-wing-tail combination
untrimmed condition (~ = O), ~
coefficient due to lift of body-wing-tail combination
trimned condition (~ = o), y
coefficient due to trim, C% - CD
lift
coefficient of body-wing-tail conibination~—qs
()tq‘a a=O and 5=0
odcJ‘5 &Cl and cc=+
pitching-moment coefficient of body-wing-tail
about center of gravity,
pitching moment
qsz
cmibination
local chord
root chord (at juncture of lifting surface and body),
figure l(a)
tip chord, figure l(a)
tail height above body axis
length of body, fiWe l(a)
4Zry
M
~
r
s
s
distance from most forward point
of body-wing-tail combination,
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of body to center of pressure
figure l(a)
tail length, distance between the centroids of area of the
exposed wing and tail surfaces, figure l(a)
Mach number
-C pressure
local body radius, figure l(a)
reference area
semispan of lifting surface, distance from body axis to tip
of surface, figure l(a)
—
static margin, longitudinal distance of the center of pressure
of the complete configuration from the center of gravity
.—
(Posf.*fVewhen center of pressure is behind center of
—
gravity)
‘As distance from leading edge along the local chord to the chord
line which is unswept
(x/c)A=~ fractional-chord line that is unswept
a
l
angle of attack
--
5 control deflection .
A taper ratio of lifting surface, ~
‘? angle of roll about body axis (positive counterclockwisewhen
viewed streamwise)
Subscripts
BW
BT
N
T
w
%ody-wing combination (less nose)
body-tail combination (less nose)
nose portton of body
tail
wing
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The longitudinal center-of-pressure locations
of body-wing-tail combinations were calculated for
of several ~amilies
angles of attack from
0° to ~0° and for Mach nrmibersfrom 0.6 to 2.0. These combinations were
derived from systematic variations in the geometry of an exsmple configu-
ration. The configurations and theoretical method are described in the
following paragraphs.
Basic Configuration
The body-wing-tail ccmlbinationselected as the basic configuration
is shown in figure l(b) and, except for the afterbody sha~j is the same
as that tested in ref=ence 3. The basic configuration was selected on
the basis of the following considerations: (1) It has a relatively small
experimental variation in center of pressure over the Mach number range
(see fig. 2); (2) this variation is satisfactorily predicted by the theo-
retical method of reference 2 (see fig. 2); and (3) the configuration is
representative of actual canard missiles.
Configuration Changes
Changes from the basic configuration were made by systematic varia-
tions in eleven geometric parameters which define the relative size, posi-
tion, and plan form of the wing and tail surfaces. The body shape, the
longitudinal location of the exposed-wing centroid of area, and the wing
roll angle were maintained constant. Each geometric parameter was varied
.
over a wide range while the remaining parameters were held fixed at the
values for the basic configuration. These parameters, their range of
.
variation, and their values for the basic configuration are
following table:
Parameter Range of values
I
Value for basic
configuration
+ST o to 2.1 0.484
(r/s)W 0.2 to 1.0 .467
1~[1 0.2 to 0.63 .456
& 0.6 to 3.5 2.3
+ o.6to 3.5 2*3J-
AV Otol 0
% Otol 0
(x/c)AV< Otol 1
(x/c)A@ Otol 1
(h/r)T oto4 0
% 0° and 45° 0° -
given in the
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s
lhmmples of each of these variations in the configuration geometry are
illustrated in figure 3 in which the configurations corresponding to
—
u
altered values of each parsmeter are givenby the dashed lines and the
—
basic cotiiguration by the solid lines.
It should be noted that although the eleven factors varied in this
investigation completely define the relative size, position, and plan form
of the wing and tail surfaces, the selection of these parameters was arbi- .
trary, and thus alternate parameters could have been used in place of many
of those selected. For example, the ratio of the wing area to tail area
could have %een selected in place of the corresponding span ratio, or the
ratio of the body radius to the tail semispan in place of the ratio of the
body radius to the wing semispan. It is apparent that these alternate
geometric.characteristicsvary simultaneouslywith those parameters
selected for the present investigation.
—
Theoretical Method
The center-of-pressurelocations for the various configurations at
all of the angles of attack and Mach nwhers investigated were calculated
by the method of reference 2 which is based primarily on linear theory.
For the coplanar configuration (wing and tail surfaces in line, (h/r)T -d
~T are zero), this method was applied directly as presented in reference 2.
For the multiplanar co~igurations (tail surfaces elevatid~ (h/r)T >0> or
interdigitated,~ = 45 , with respect to the ~ng surfaces)) ce~in modi- .“-_
fications were required to apply the method. For configurationshaving
values of the tail-height parameter (h/r)T greater than 1, it was assumed
that no body-tail interference was present. For values near 1, of course, -
this assumption would not be expected to be,valid, and thus the absolute
center-of-pressure positions for these cases may be in error.
—
However,
the variations of center of pressure with aggle of attack are qualitatively
correct. For configurationshaving the cruc.@orm tail rolled (~ = 450),
the wing-tail interference charts of reference 2 were used directly to
.—
calculate the normal force on each of the fow tiil wels. The center-
of-pressure position was then determined from the component of these forces
—
normal to the plane of the wing. The centep:of-pressurelocation and lift- ‘~
curve slope of a body-wing or body-tail combination predicted by this
method are independent of angle of attack. ~us, any change in the center- –
of-pressure location of a body-wing-tail combination with angle of attack
is attributable entirely to wing-tail interference effects.
—
Because of the assumptions and limitations inherent in the theoretical
method, certain approximationsand restrictions were imposed on the inves-
tigation. The use of linear theory precluded the consideration of large
-—
angles of attack, high su~rsonic Mach nunibe~sjor nonlinear effects in
the transonic ra~e. The use of slender-bo~ theory required in the calcu- -
lation of the l)ody-wingand body-tiil interference factors excluded
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cotiiwations having wing or tail plan forms with sweptforward leading
l edges, sweptback trailing edges, or inverse taper (h > 1). In addition,
the investigation was restricted to rigid airframes having no wing or
tail incidence.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of this investigation show that except for configurations
having nearly equal wing and tail spans, the variations of center-of-
pressure location with angle of attack are essentially independent of
the variations with Mach number, as indicated by the typical curves of
figure 2. This result has previously been shown in reference 2. Thus,
the effects of angle of attack and of Mach number sre discussed separately
in the following paragraphs. These results, which show the influence of
several geometric parameters varied one at a time, shouldbe applied only
qualitatively to the simultaneous variation of two or more parameters as
the effects are not necessarily additive.
Center-of-Ressure Shift Due to Angle of Attack
The results of the calculations show that the longitudinal variations
in the center-of-pressure position with angle of attack for U of the
configurations having coplanar wing and tail surfaces ((h/r]T and q@ are
zero) were qualitatively similar (monotonic variations) to that for the
basic configuration (fig. 2). Thus, the center-of-pressure shift due to a
. fixed increment in the angle of.attack from 0° is a significant parsmeter
for comparing the relative ti~rtance of the geometric variables. The
variations of’this parsmeter for an angle-of-attack increase of 8°
((Z/Z)~o - (~/Z)&+o) are presented in figure &for several Mach rnnibers
as a function of the nine geometric parameters defining the configurations
of figures 3(a) to 3(f) (coplanar wing and tail, (h/r)T and ~ are zero).
The results of figure k show that in all cases the center-of-pressure
shift due to an increase in angle of attack is rearward (in the direction
of increasing stability). This result follows directly from the fact that
this shift is caused entirely by wing-tail interference effects. At zero
angle of attack these effects are maximum and thus the center of pressure
is at its most forward psition. An increase in the angle of attack from
zero causes the center of pressure to move rearward and to approach the
position corresponding to no wing-tail interference at large angles of
. attack. The effects of Mach number on the results of figure k are caused
entirely by the influence of Mach number on the strength of the wing vor-
tex wake through its effect on the wing lift.
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Figure 4(a) shows that a large rearward center-of-pressure shift
occurs as the wi~-tafl semispan ratio is varied over its maximum range.
For a value of this ratio somewhat less thag 0.2 the wing and tail merge *
into one surface (see fig. 3(a)), and thus the center-of-pressure shift
is zero because of the absence of smy wing-tail interference. As the span
ratio increases (tail span decreases), the center-at-pressure shift rises
rapidly to a maximum at a span ratio near 1. This maximum value corre-
sponds to the condition for which the trailing vortex from each wing panel
passes over the tail surfaces at the lateral position for maximum wing-tail ‘
interference (download on tail). A further increase in the wing-tail.span
ratio (decrease in tail span) results in a rapid reduction in the center-
of-pressure shift to zero at a span ratio of 2.14 since, for this configu-
ration, the tail vanishes at this value. Figures 4(b) to 4(i) show that
the effects of the remaining geometric variables on the center-of-pressure
shift due to angle of attack are relatively smell. The predominance of
the wing-tail span ratio over the other gecmetric variables is caused by
the high sensitivity of the wing-tail.interference to the lateral position
—
of the wing trailing vortices relative to the tail span as contrasted to
the small influence on wing-tail interference of wing or tail plan-form
changes. Thus, it is apparent that in order to exert the greatest control
over the variatio~ in center of pressure with angle of attack of an inline
configuration, only the wing-tail span ratio need be considered, and that
in order to minimize this variation, configurations having marly equal
wing and tail spans should be avoided. These theoretical predictions are
in basic agreement with the results of reference 2 w’hichimdicated that the
wing-tail span ratio has a large effect on the center-of-~essure travel
due to a@e of attack, but that the effect of the wing and tail plan form
is small.
.
Although the center-of-pressure shift of the basic configuration due
to angle of attack (fig. 2) is not considered excessive, it is noted that
this shift can be reduced to nearly zero by means of an increase in the
tail taper ratio frcm O to 1 (fig. 4(g)). No other geometric variable
has this effect without reducing the wing or tail area to nearly zero.
An increase in the tail taper ratio causes an outboard shift in the
center of pressure of the tail load, and thus has an effect on wing-tail.
interference which is similar to that caused by an increase in the tail
span (decrease in
~/sT.]. Therefore, the wing-tail interference and
thus the center-of-pressure shift due to angle of attack are reduced.
For configurations having wing-tail span ratios greater than 1, an increase
in the taper ratio of the tail would be expected to have the opposite
effect since a decrease in the wing-tail span ratio sw/s
f
in this range
causes an increase in the center-d-pressure shift (see f g. 4(a)).
.
The results of the calculations for those configurations having non- .
coplanar wing and tail surfaces (fig. 3(g) and (h)) are presented in
figure 5 for one Mach number. The results for other Mach numbers are
qualitatively similar. It is noted that in contrast to the corresponding -
results for the ccrplanarconfigurations Just discussed, the center of
P*
.
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pressure moves forw-ardas the angle of attack is increased from zero,
and this movement is not monotonic but reverses its trend at some angle
of attack. This result is again a mlng-tail interference effect. When-
ever the tail surfaces are mcved out of the plane of the mlng, either by
translation (fig. 3(g)) or by rotation.(fig. 3(12)),the angle of attack
for maximu interference is no longer zerO. Thus, as the angle of attack
of such configurations is increased from zerof the tail plane moves into
a region of increased interference accompanied by a forward cen-ter-of-
pressure travel. This effect reaches a maximum at the angle of attack
for which the tail surfaces pass through the wing vortex wake. As the
angle is increased further, the reverse trend occurs. It is noted from
figure 5 that the variation in center-of-pressure position with angle of
attack is considerably more for changes in tail height than for interdigi-
tation of the tail. This difference is caused primarily by the fact that
the unrolled displaced tail pan-elswhich frurnish tb-eentire tail U:Ft pass
through the wing vortex wake sltiultaneously; whereas ~m:th the tail rotated
h~” with respect to the wing, only two of the four lifting tail surfaces
pass through the wake at the same t~tieas the angle of attack is increased
from zero. Thus, the effeets of wlag-tail interferen-ce are greater for
the displaced tail than for the rotated tail. The relative effects of the
other geometric parameters, figures 3(c) to 3(f’), on the center-of-pressure
shift due to angle of attack for a configuration -w:th a displaced or
rotated tail are expected to he similar to those for a configuration having
a coplanar wing and tail arrangement.
Center-of-Pressure Shift Due to Mach Number
The results of figure 2 show-that a relatively abrupt eenter-of-
pressure shift OCCUrS in the transonic Mach number range. Reference 2
indicates that these effects are typical for body-wing-tail co&.inations
in general, and that the center of pressure can move either fo-rward or
rearward >nlthin the transonic or supersonic Mach number ranges, depending
on ttieco~figuration. Thus , in order to study the eiifects of conf@ura-
tion changes on the center-of-pressure shift due to Mach number, it is
necessary to consider the shift izLhot% of these Mach number ranges. co?l-
sequently, the variation of the center-of-pressure shift due to an increase
in the Mach number from 0.9 to 1.1 and that due to an increase from 1.1 to
2.0 have been computed as functions of the geometric parameters, and the
results are presented in figures 6 and 7, respectively.
It is observed from these results that in contrast to the infflueaee
of configuration changes on the center-of-pressure shift due to angle of
attack, no single geometric parameter dominates the remaining parameters
with respect to their influence on the center-of-pressure shift due to a
Mach number change. Thus , the analysis of the effects of Mach number on
the center-of-pressure position- is more complex than that of the effects
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of angle of attack. This analysis can be greatly facilitated %y a con-
sideration of the following relationship, derived in Appendix A, tiich :.:
defines approximately the center-of-pressure shift due to an arbitrary
change in Mach nuniberin terms of the contributions of the configuration
components (the body nose has no contribution-on the basis of slender-
—
body theory):
fw~
f3i= (iBw - i)~A~+ (im -“i)~y+
(1)” -
The results for the center-of-pressure shift due to Mach number in the
transonic and supersonic Mach number ranges are discussed separately in
the following paragraphs and interpretedby means of this relationship.
.
.-
Transonic Mach number range.- Figure 6(a) shows that variations in
the geometric parsmeter s /sT
%
result in a large rate of change with
‘W/sT in the rearward cen r-of-pressure shift in the transonic Mach
number range, especially at small values of s+T . These changes are
related directly to the variation wtth sW/sT in the size of the tail
relative to the wing. At small values of sW/sT the,tail is considerably
Mger than the ~ (SBT >>~w), and thus the center-of-pressure shift
of the body-tail combination [second and fourth terms in eq. (1)) is pre-
dominant. Both the lift and center-of-pressure increments of the body-
tail combination give a rearward center-of-pressure shift in the transonic
.
range, thus resulting in a large rearward shift in the center of pressure
of the combination. The large rate of change in center-of-pressure shift
.—
with 6w/sT at small values of ~/sT is caused primarilyby the corre-
spondingly large rate of change in the tail area (fig. j(a)). At vaJues_
of sw/s
x
greater than 1, the characteristic~of the body-wing combina-
tion pre ominate, and the first and third terms of equation (1) become
increasingly important. These two terms represent center-of-pressure
shifts in opposite directions, the ~irst ~ern-causing a forward shift,
due to the fact that the-quantity t~ - Z is negative, and the third
term a rearward shift. Thus, the IYXfltant shift iS S?IIEL~ in this s~/sT
region. The deviation in the curve for a = 0° from that for a = 8° at
VCdUt3s of 8w/sT in the vicinity of 1 is caused by the effects of Mach
number on the wing-tail interference which is a maximum at these values
and at a = 0°of +T . , as previously discussed.
—.
The variation of the center-of-pressure shift in the transonic range
with the wing-span parsmeter (r/s)W (fig. 6(b)) is the result of changes ir -
the relative influence of the lift increment and of the center-of-pressure
shift, of the wing and of the tail surfacesj due to an increase ~ Mach
rnnnberin the transonic range. The lift increment of the body-wing combi-
nation &!LBW/CL contributes a forward shift .inthe center of pressure
.—
.—
—
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of the combination because this increment is Wsitive and
.
?BW - 7 of equation (1) is negative. The lift increment
the quantity
of’the body-
tail combination NLBT/CL, on the other hand, contributes a rearward
shift @ the-center of pressure because both this increment and the quan-
tity ZBT - Z are Psitive. The center-of-pressure shift of both the
body-wing and body-tail cmibinations are rearward and thus contribute a
rearward shift in the center of pressure of the combination (pesitive
values of the last two terms in eq. (l)).
Figure 6(c) shows that a variation in the tail length has only a
small effect on the center-of-pressure shift in the transonic range. This
result can be attributed to the fact that the lift increment and center-
of-pressure shift of the wing and tail surfaces due to Mach number are
independent of thetr longitudinal position. Thus, the only factor~ in
equa~ion (~) which are influenced by a change in tail length are ZBW - i
and Z~ - Z, and the effects of these changes are essentially compensating.
Figures 6(d) and (e) show that an increase in the wing aspect ratio
causes a small reduction in the rearward center-of-pressure shift; whereas
an increase in the tail aspect ratio has virtually no effect. These
results are caused by the small or compensating effects of aspect ratio
on the lift increment and on the center-of-pressure shift of the body-wing
or body-tail combination.
Figures 6(f) and (g) show that variations in the wing or tail taper
ratio have significant effects on the center-of-pressure shift in”the tran-
sonic range and that the effect of the wing taper ratio is the op~site to
that of the tail. It is noteworthy that an increase in the wing taper
ratio to nearly 1 results in the virtual elimination of the transonic
. center-of-pressure shift. These results are due prharily to the effects
of taper ratio on the lift increment of the body-wing or body-tiil co?ibi-
nations (first two terms of eq. (l)). Since this lift increment is posi-
tive, an increase in the wing taper ratio contributes a forward shift in
the center of pressure of the complete combination (because the quantity
iBw- ? is negative); whereas an increase in ~he tag taper ratio contri-
butes a rearward shift (because the quantity ZET - Z is positive).
Figures 6(h) and 6(i) show that variations in the wing or tail sweep
exert imwrtant influences on the transonic center-of-pressure shift and
that, as in the case of variable taper mtio, the effect of the wing sweep
is the opposite to that of the tail. It is noted that the rea-rd tmn-
sonic center-of-pressure shift of the basic configuration can be reduced
to zero or changed to a forward shift by a variation in the wtng sweep.
The effects of wing or tail sweep on the transonic center-of-pressure
. shift can be explained in the ssme way as the effects of taper ratio pre-
viously discussed. Thus, the results of figures 6(h) and (i) are caused
by the variation in the transonic lift increment of the wing or tail with
12
sweep, and this increment
0.7 (diamond plan form).
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reaches a maximum at values of (x/c)A+ near
.-
Supersonic Mach number range.- Figure 7 shows that all of the geo-
metric parameters except tail length (fig. 7(c)) cause significant changes
in the center-of-pressure shift in the supersonicMach number range. It
is noted that in contrast to the results for the transonic range (fig. 6)
large forward as well as rearward shifts are caused by these geometric
variations. The effects of the geometric par~eters on the supersonic
center-of-pressure shift can be explained in the same manner as for the
transonic shift; that is, by an examination through equation (1) of the
effects of these parameters on the lift and center-of-pressure increments
of the wing and tail due to a change in Mach number. In general, the dif-
ferences between the results for the supersonic range and those for the
transonic range can be attributed primarily to the fact that an increase
in Mach nuniberin the supersonic range causes-a reduction in the Uft coef-
ficient of the wing or tail; whereas an increase in the transonic range
causes a net increase in lift coefficient (se;ref. 2). The other factor
affecting these differences is the generally smalder center-of-pressure
shift of the body-wing and body-tail combinations at “supersonicspeeds than
at transonic speeds. A comparison of the direction of the center-of-
pressure shift between these two speed ranges-is indicated in the follow-
ing table in terms of the contribution of each-component:
—
Quantity from
equation (1]
~~W/cL
%#L
A7BW
‘7BT
Center of pressure shift due to
an increase in Mach number
Transonic range Supersonic range
(M = 0.9- 1.1) (M=l.1 -2.0)
Forward I Rearward
Rearward I Forward
Rearward I RearwardRearward Rearward
A comparison of figures 6(a) and 7(a) shows that the effect of wing-
tail span ratio
‘+T on the supersonic center-of-pressure shift at smaU
values of sw/sT is considerably less than for the transonic shift. This
difference arises from t~e fact that the center-of-pressure shift of the
body-tail combination AZBT is small in the supersonic range, whereas a
large rearward shift occurs in the transonic range. It is noted that, as
in the transonic range, the effect of wing-taQ interference on the center-
of-pressure shift in the supersonic range M large at Values of sw/sT in
the vicinity of 1, but that this effect causes a rearward shift in the
supersonic range (fig. 7(a)) in contrast to a forward shift in the tran-
sonic range (fig. 6(a)). This difference is due to the fact that the
effect of’Mach number on the strength of the wing vortices and hence on
.
.
.-
.
—
—
.--—
—
the lift of the tail surfaces in the transonic range is opposite ta that
for the supersonic range.
.
An increase in the ratio of’the body radius to the wing semispan
(r/s)W is shown in figure 7(b) to cause a change frorua rearward to a
forward center-of-pressure shift in the supersonic Mach number range.
This change is the result primarily of the accompanying reduction in the
area of the wing relative to that of the tail (fig. 3(b)). As (r/s)W is
increased, a greater ~rtion of the lift is carried by the tail surfaces
because of this area change. Thus, since the lift increment of the body-
tail combination (second term in eq. (1)) contributes a forward center-
of-presmre shift, the shift of the combination becomes increasingly for-
ward as (r/s)w is increased.
The negligible effect of tail length on the supersonic center-of-
pressure shift (fig. ~(c)) occurs for the same reason as that discussed
previously for the transonic range.
Large changes, both forward and rearward, in the center-of-pressure
shift in the supersonic range are shown in figures 7(d) and (e) as the
result of changes in the wing or tail aspect ratio. These results are
caused by the large increase in the lift increment of the wing or tail
surfaces due to Mach number when the aspect ratio is increased. An
increase in the wing aspect ratio increases the lift decrement of the
%ody=wing combination ((SBW/S)(lXLW/CL) of eq. (l)) and thus contributes
a rearward shift in the center of pressure of the body-wing-tail conibina-
. tion. Similarly, an increase in the tail aspect ratio increases the lift
decrement of the body-tail combination and contributes a forward center-
of-pressure shift.
The effects of wing or tail taper ratio on the supersonic center-of-
pressure shift are shown in figures 7(f) and 7(g) to be large and in the
opposite direction to the corresponding effects in the transonic range.
This difference is caused by the change in the effect of Mach number on
the lift of the wing or tail from an increase at transonic speeds to a
decrease at supersonic speeds. ‘l?hus,the factors AC~w/CL or AC~T/CL
in equation (1) change from pmitive to negative between the transonic
and supersonic ranges.
The effects of wing or tail sweep on the supersonic center-of-pressure
shift (figs. 7(h) and (i)) are also observed to be in the opposite direc-
tion to these effects in the transonic range, and the cause of this dif-
ference is the same as that just discussed for the taper-ratio effect. “ “
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Combined Effects of Angle of Attack and Mach Number
The curves of.figures 4, 6, and 7 have shown that the predominant
geometric variable influencing the center-of-pressureshift due to angle
of attack is different from those having the most effect on the center-
of-pressure shift due to Mach number. Thus, it appears possible to con-
trol effectively the center-of-pressureshift due to the combined effects
of angle of attack and Mach number in either the transonic or supersonic
range. For example, the rearward center-of-pressureshift in the tran-
sonic Mach number .rangecan be reduced to zero by an increase in the wing
taper ratio (fig. 6(f)), without causing a significant change in the
center-or-pressure shift due to angle of attack (fig. 4(f)). Likewise,
a variation in the geometric parameters defining the size and plan form
of the wing and tail surfaces can cause a large forward or rearward center-
of-pressure shift~n the supersonic range without changing the shift due
to angle of attack.
It is noted, however, that the center-of-pressure shift in the tran-
sonic range cannot be controlled independently of that in the supersonic
range because of the dependence of both of these shifts on many of the same
geometric variables. For exsmple, a reduction in the wing taper ratio to
decrease the center-of-pressureshift in the transonic range (fig. 6(f))
would result in an increase in the center-of-pressureshift in the super-
sonic range. Thus, it does not appear possible to reduce to zero the
center-of-pressureshift throughout the transonic agd supersonic speed
range by means of a single geometric variable.
The minimum center-of-pressureshifts dye both to angle of attack and
to Mach number for..eachof the parameters investigated are given in the”
following table along with the corresponding-valuesof these parameters:
Value of _ in C-mn&3 in tranecmlc I Cbwe in aurwucmic
parameter a?fg.’iyk
Machm
Parameter for basic a.tP(fC!enter-Of- Talue ofconfiguration Ce&er-Of -mmure shift ~ter preemue 8hlft
d% 0.484 0 <0.2 81RI>2.O 0.01
o
.034
.01
.01
.01
.Ca
.01
.01
1
.2
3
2
0
1
1
Otc.1
.017
.019 ..:
.018
.CL7
o
.019
0
.W9 ‘“
her M.chnumber
,. 6) a- N (fig.~)
Iw.uaof I Cmtir-Of- 1 value or
wa.met.erIprasmre tiiftl E&-amitir
>0.8 0 0.3
.7
.2
2.5ta 3.5
3.5
.
L
o
0.5 andO.6
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.44
.33
1.7
2.1
.04
0
0.16ad O.*
0.34amll.o
.
.
—
.—
.-
—
..——
.
—
—
.
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This table provides a convenient means for comparing the effects of the
. various geometric parameters in minimizing the center-of-pressure shift
and shows that a compromise in design is necessary to minimize the center-
of-pressure shift through the entire speed range; that is, no single value
of any of the parameters results in a zero center-of-pressure shift due to
both angle of attack and Mach nuniberin the transonic and supersonic
ranges.
The effects of changes in the center-of-pressure location on the trim-
drag penalty (increase in drag causedly deflection of the controls to bal-
ance the pitching moment) have been estimated in order to determine the
im~rtance of these effects. Expressions have been derived in Appendix B
for the trim drag of two classes of body-wing-tail combinations, one having
the control surfaces forward, which would include the basic configuration
of this investigation, and the other having the control surfaces aft. All
the quantities in these equations canbe predictedby the method of ref-
erence 2. It is evident from equations (B9) and (B13) that the trim drag
depends only on the lift characteristics of the combination and on the
ratio of the static margin to the control moment arm. The trim drag for
the basic configuration at a Mach numiberof 1.1 has been computed from
equation (BIO) with longitudinal control furnished by all-movable forward
surfaces. The static margin so/t and the lift derivatives cLaand c~
for this condition were obtained from the experimental results of refer-
ence 3, and the remaining quantities were calculated by the method of ref-
erence 2. It was found that for an assumed static margin So/z of 0.075,
the trim-drag factor ACD/CD was nearl~ 0.6. If the rearward center-of-
. pressure shift in the tranSO12iC range (1/2)M=ln~ - (7/l)M409 were reduced
by only 0.025, the trim-&rag factor would be lowered to one-half its value
(0.3)l Thus, it is apparent that by suitable changes in the configura-
tion, significant reductions in the drag due to longitudinal trim can be
realized.
CONCLUSIONS
A theoretical study based on linearized theory was made to investi-
gate the effects of systematic variations in geometry on the center-of-
pressure shift of a wing-body-tail combination due to changes in angle
of attack and in Mach number in both the transonic and supersonic ranges
in order to ascertain the degree of control which a designer can exert
over the center-of-pressure travel due to these variables. Each of the
geometric parameters which define the relative size, plan form, and posi-
tion on the body of the wing and tail surfaces were varied one at a time.
. On the basis of the results of this theoretical analysis, the following
conclusions have been drawn:
. 1. The ratio of wing span to tail span was the predominant geometric
variable influencing the rearward center-of-pressure shift due to an
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increase in the angle of attack. This shift reached a maximum at a wing-
tail span ratio near 1 and approached O at Span ratios near O and 2. Tail . -
height was the only geometric variable which caused a significant for@-rd
center-of-pressure shift with angle of’attack. .,
.—
2. The center-of-pressureshift due to an increase in Mach number
could be controlled primarily by those geometric parameters which influ-
enced the ratio of the lift carried by the wing to that carried by the
tail.
3* The parameters which had the largest influence on the rearward
center-of-pressure shift in the transonic W-ch number range were the ratio .
of wing to tail span, the ratio of body radius to wing semispan, and the
taper ratio and sweep of the wing or tail. The rearward shift could be
reduced to zero by an increase in the wing,%a~r ratio from O to 1 or by
a reduction in the sweep of the wing midch<rd line to zero, but very little
forward shift could be attained by the parameters investigated. . .—
—
4. The center-of-pressureshift due to an increase in Mach number in
the supersonic range was influenced in either a forward or rearward direc-
tion by the ratio of the body radius to wing semispan, wing or tail as&ct —
ratio, or tail sweep. Variations in the wing taper ratio or sweep affected
—
only the rearward .center-of-pressureshift; whereas the tail taper ratio
affected only the forward shift.
5. The total center-of-pressuretravel due to the combined effects
of angle of attack and Mach number in either the transonic or supersonic .
range can be controlled by variations in the configuration geometry because
of the independence of the center-of-pressureshift due to angle of attack
from that due to Mach number. .-
6. Only a small degree of control canbe exerted over the total
center-of-pressuretravel through the transonic and supersonic Mach number
range by configurationvariations because most of the same geometric parsm- .—
eters affect the center-of-pressureshift In both Mach number ranges but
in opposite directions. —
—
7. Significant reductions in the drag due to longitudinal.trim can
be realizedby the proper choice of configuration to give a minimum center-
of-pressure travel.
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
National.Advisory Ccnmnitteefor Aeronautics
Moffett Field, Cal-if.,June 2, 1955
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DERIVATION OF
APPENDIX A
EXPRESSION FOR CENTER-OF-PRESSURE
SHIFT DUE TO ACBMNGEI NM ACHN UMBER
center-of-pressure location and lift of a body-wing-tail combina-
defined by the expressions
(Al)
(A2)
respectively. The change in center-of-pressure location of the conibina-
tion as a result of a change in the lift or center of pressure of any .
component is expressed by the differentiation of equation (Al)
.
(-i )% +!!-#!diBT dCLs BT CL -i— CL
A differentiation of equation (A2) gives
m dCLBW +% dCLN + SdCL = S
and a combination of equations (A3) and (A4)
= dCLBT
s
yields
. When the differential quantities of
to Mach number, the terms involving
+ SE#!Z&! ~iBT
(A3)
(A4)
(A5)
this equation we taken with res~ct
the body nose (first and fourth terms)
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.
become zero because of the use of slender-body theory in the present calcu-
lations to determine the aerodynamic characteristics of the body nose. .
This theory gives the we~-known result that the lift-curve slope (C&)N
and the center-of-press~e position of a body are independent of Mach num-
ber. Thus, the factors dCLN/CL ad dlN in equation (A5) are zero when
taken with respect to Mach number. Equation. can then be re~tten in —
the form . .- —.
(A6)
where the symbol A designates the change due to a finite change in Mach
number.
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF EXPRESSIONS FOR m DWG
The incremental drag coefficient caused by trinming (reducing the
pitching moment about the center of gravity to zero) a body-wing-tail
combination at a given lift coefficient is defined as the difference
between the drag due to lift in the trinnnedcondition and that in the
untrimmed condition. Expressions for the trim drag for the case of no
leading-edge suction are derived in the succeeding paragraphs for the
two general classes of longitudinal-control arrangement: (1) wing-forward
(canard) control and (2) tail-aft control.
Wing-Fomard Control
This class of configuration includes all those in which the
longitudinal-control surfaces)are forward on the body and are followed
ly fixed lifting surfaces, the loading on which is influencedby deflec-
tion of the controls. The drag due to lift of a configuration in the
trimmed (~ = O) and untrinmed (5 = 0) conditions, respectively, is given
by the expressions
(Bl)
and
CD ‘c Cl?+c= ~ LaN
%6
az + C%BT(k=a)2
w
where
(B2)
k2
angle of attack for
angle of attack for
trimned condition (Cm = O)
untrinmed condition (5 = O) ~ \
wing-downwash
wing-downwash
factor due to
factor due to
(Nc% - cLa + c%angle of attack,
cl+~
cLb - CL
control deflection}
CL%T
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Thus, the trim drag is given by the difference between equations (Bl) and
(B2)
Ac~ = CM
(
‘CD= ~c~N+c~W
BT)[(&!!- J=2++k12CLa
(C%BW )‘k”%m5’ (B3)
The lift and pitching moments about the center of gravity are given by
where
26 effective
CLt = C&~ + CL@ (,4)
CL = C~a (B5)
c~~ = o
moment arm of
=- SofJL”q - z&86 (B6)
the control from the center of gravity,
tocL + 613@L
%W
CL~
z (positive when control is aft of center of
gravity)
In control moment arm from the center of gravity (positive when control
is
Combining
relations
and
aft of center of gravity)
equations (B4), (B5), and (B6), and setting CL = CM, yields the
(B7)
(B@
.
.
.—
.
- -.
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.
Substituting equations (B7) and (B8) into (B3) gives the result
Q
{
1
CL‘= [1 - (so/z~)]2 - 1
(1/2)CL%+ CL%W+k12C~ CL
1 T —+
CL
-J
(s./25)2 CL%W ‘k22%3T CL
[1 - (s~/25)]2 cL~ ~
(B9)
The trim-drag increment expressed as a fraction of the untrinmed drag can
be derived similarly which results in the expression
ND 1
CD‘= [1 - (sJ2~)]2 - ‘-+
It is noteworthy that the trim-drag increment, when expressed in this
manner, is independent of the lift coefficient CL.
.
Tail-Aft Control
This class of configuration includes all those having no lifting
surfaces aft of the control surfaces or those in which the effects of
such surfaces can ye neglected. For the present purpose, the tail-aft
control configuration can be considered a special case of the wing-forward
control, namely, one for which the lift on the tail surfaces are not influ-
enced by the downwash due to control deflection. Thus,
. and
.
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.
Therefore, the expressions for the drag increment due to longitudinal trim
for a configuration with a tail-aft control corresponding to equations .=
(B9) and (B1O) are
MD
—=
(!L { 1- (s:/2.)]2 -
[( 2so/2cJ1- sQ/zo J
and
ACD 1
m = 11 - (s0/20)12 - 1
}
1
(Bll)
(B12)
For those configurations in which c~BT << c
. ~W (or k, = 1) and
CLaN << C~, equations (Bll) and (B12) reduce to the simpler forms
ND
—=
m { [~ - (:/2.)12 - ‘}$5+[.-H20J % -
(B13) -
and
Ml)
[
so/2o 1‘%—= (B14)CD [1 - (:/2.)12 “-+ 1 - (so/~o) CLb
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